Clarity Viewer™ is an advanced radiology web viewer that can be configured to launch
directly from an internet browser. The robust and clinically proven web viewer is part of the
Clarity PACS system that is designed to optimize workflow in all healthcare environments.
The web viewer has multi-monitor functionality, and is ideal for all modalities.
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Optimize workflow with
integrated patient registration,
scheduling, and reporting

Clarity PACS includes modality
or practice-specific hanging
protocols

Customize GSPS to your viewing
preferences for optimized
workflow

Clarity PACS can import JPEG,
PDF or other DICOM objects
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DYNAMIC WORKLIST
AND VIEWER PREFERENCES

Expand the reach of data facilitywide for streamlined workflow
and enhanced patient care

Quickly copy studies for
patients and referring
physicians

Integrate with front office
practice management systems
like EMR, RIS, and others

Customize Clarity PACS filtering
options in addition to color
schemes and fonts

WEB-ENABLED
CAPABILITY

MULTI-MODALITY
SUPPORT

IMAGING AND
ANNOTATION TOOLS

SCALABLE ARCHIVING
SOLUTIONS

Access your data anywhere
in the world with our
powerful web viewer

Receive imaging data from
CR, DR, ultrasound, MR, CT,
and more

Numerous tools available
including: Cobb Angle, Center
Line, Cine, and Smart Filtering

Clarity PACS archive can be scaled
up to tens of terabytes in RAID 5
configuration

STRUCTURED
REPORT WRITER

AUTOMATIC
DICOM ROUTER

SMART
WINDOW LEVEL

REMOTE CONFIGURATION
AND MONITORING

Easily create radiology
reports utilizing
customized templates

Rule-based auto-route from
primary archive to external
DICOM targets

Adjust window levels with
ease utilizing this intuitive,
smart tool

Clarity PACS can be configured
and monitored remotely to ensure
maximum uptime
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